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Abstract—Tumors are much stiffer than healthy tissue, and
progressively stiffen as the cancer develops. Tumor stiffening
is largely the result of extracellular matrix (ECM) remodeling,
for example, deposition and crosslinking of collagen I. Well
established in vitromodels have demonstrated the influence of
the microenvironment in regulating tissue homeostasis, with
matrix stiffness being a particularly influential mediator. Non-
malignant MCF10A mammary epithelial cells (MECs) lose
their epithelial characteristics and become invasive when
cultured in stiff microenvironments, leading to the hypothesis
that tumor stiffening could contribute directly to disease
progression. However, previous studies demonstrating
MCF10A invasion have been performed in gels with constant
mechanical properties, unlike the dynamically stiffening tumor
microenvironment. Here, we employ a temporally stiffening
hydrogel platform to demonstrate that matrix stiffening
induces invasion from and proliferation in MCF10A mam-
mary acini. After allowing MCF10A acini to form in soft
hydrogels for 14 days, the gels were stiffened to the level of a
malignant tumor, giving rise to a proliferative and invasive
phenotype. Cells were observed to collectively migrate away
from mammary acini while maintaining cell–cell contacts.
Small molecule inhibition of PI3K and Rac1 pathways was
sufficient to significantly reduce the number and size of
invasive acini after stiffening. Our results demonstrate that
temporal matrix stiffening can induce invasion from mam-
mary acini and supports the notion that tumor stiffening could
be implicated in disease progression and metastasis.
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INTRODUCTION

Tumors are much stiffer than the healthy tissue
from which they arise.5 For example, the elastic mod-

ulus of normal mammary gland tissue is 100–200 Pa,
while malignant mammary tumors have been mea-
sured to be as stiff as 1000 to 4000 Pa.19,27 The dif-
ference in stiffness between tumors and healthy tissue
is often great enough to be detected by manual pal-
pation; a commonly employed early screening tech-
nique. Tumor stiffness increases over time as the tumor
develops, due largely to extracellular matrix remodel-
ing, and the stiffness correlates well with disease pro-
gression.33 However, whether the stiffening process
directly contributes to disease progression or is merely
a byproduct is still a topic of debate.

While consensus on which molecular mechanisms
underlie the effects of stiffening on tumor progression is
still being reached, it is widely accepted that the
mechanics of the tumor microenvironment has a great
influence on disease development.25,35 Both healthy and
malignant mammary epithelium can be modeled in vitro
by utilizing hydrogel platforms that recapitulate the
essential compositional and mechanical features of the
in vivo microenvironment. Non-malignant mammary
epithelial cells (MECs), such as MCF10A, grown in
reconstituted basement membrane extract, commer-
cially available as Matrigel, form multicellular, polar-
ized, hollow spheres known as acini,8 which represent
the basic functional unit of a healthy mammary gland.25

Conversely, malignant or tumorigenic cells cultured
within these gels adopt a range of morphologies from
multicellular clusters to invasive masses.13 Thus, mor-
phology within Matrigel can generally be used to dis-
tinguish normal and malignant phenotypes.29

Using Matrigel as a model system, several seminal
papers have identified matrix stiffness as a key con-
tributor to loss of epithelial character and emergence
of malignant traits from a normal population of
MECs. Matrigel has an elastic modulus of 175 Pa,27
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similar to that of normal mammary gland tissue.19,27

A layer of Matrigel was overlaid on polyacrylamide
gel substrates of variable elastic moduli (150 to
5000 Pa) to generate gels of desired modulus. On
soft Matrigel overlays, MCF10A cells formed
canonical mammary acini. On stiffer gels, however,
the epithelial character was lost and the MCF10As
began to resemble malignant cells.27 Similarly, in true
3D gels composed of alginate and Matrigel inter-
penetrating networks, MCF10A formed acini in soft
gels (90 Pa) and adopted malignant and invasive
phenotypes in stiffer gels (945 Pa).6 While these
studies demonstrate the remarkable impact of matrix
stiffness in dictating the ultimate morphology and
phenotype of single MCF10A cells, they utilized
hydrogels with mechanical properties that were con-
stant over time. As static systems, they are inherently
incapable of interrogating the effect a temporal
stiffening event might have on a developed mammary
acinus, which is a more relevant question in the
study of cancer progression.

Others have sought to investigate the effects of
temporal stiffening on MCF10A acini by utilizing
Matrigel-collagen I gels, where stiffening can be in-
duced by glycation of collagen I fibers through the
addition of ribose.19 Stiffening the gels resulted in
increased size of the acini, along with luminal filling
and loss of organization. However, invasion was not
observed unless stiffening was accompanied by acti-
vation of oncogenic signaling (ErbB2). A significant
limitation of this dynamic system is that the overall
increase in elastic modulus was less than 50 Pa, far
less than the increase in stiffness during tumor pro-
gression [>900 Pa19,27] or in the prior studies utilizing
static gel conditions [855 Pa,6 ~ 5000 Pa27]. Addi-
tionally, the cells may be responding to the alterations
in collagen network architecture from glycation. In
any case, it is possible that a more substantial in-
crease in stiffness could drive invasion from a mam-
mary acinus without oncogenic signaling, though this
question remains unaddressed.

Here, we employ a dynamically tunable hydrogel
platform to temporally stiffen the matrix around
MCF10A acini. The initial stiffness was tuned to mimic
the microenvironment of healthy mammary tissue
during acinus development, and stiffened to the level of
a malignant tumor after 14 days. We assessed the ef-
fects of stiffening on MCF10A morphology, prolifer-
ation, and signaling through mechanotransduction
pathways. Utilization of temporal stiffening hydrogels
will allow for more physiologically relevant hypotheses
to be probed and could provide routes to novel sig-
naling pathways for treatment of diseases such as
cancer.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Temporal Stiffening

A detailed presentation of the dynamically tunable
stiffening system used here has been previously pub-
lished.32 Briefly, gold nanorods were synthesized using
the seed-mediated growth mechanism in cetyl trimethy-
lammonium bromide (CTAB).26 Gold nanorods were
centrifuged twice at 18,0009g for 45 min, then stored
in dI water. Liposomes loaded with CaCl2 and gold
nanorods were formed via interdigitation fusion.1,22

1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC,
Avanti Polar Lipids) dissolved in chloroform was used
for the liposome synthesis. Lipid cakes were formed in
round bottom flasks by rotary evaporation and desic-
cated overnight. The lipid cake was hydrated with dI
water at 55 �C, sonicated, and interdigitated in 4 M
ethanol. Interdigitated lipid sheets were separated via
centrifugation, and the lipid pellet was incubated with
500 mM CaCl2 and 5% gold nanorods at 55 �C to
produce interdigitation fusion vesicles. The liposomes
were centrifuged and washed 5 times to remove all
unencapsulated nanorods and calcium. Irradiation of
the gold nanorods induces surface plasmon resonance,
which results in local heating around the nanorod. The
heat generation causes a phase transition at 41 �C in
the DPPC bilayer, which allows calcium ions to per-
meate the bilayer and crosslink the alginate gels.2,21

Access to the laser (Laser Lab Inc. 1.4 W, 808 nm)
used for all experiments was generously provided by
Dr. Stanislav Emelianov.

Cell Culture

Human mammary epithelial cells (MCF10A) were
obtained from American Type Culture Collection
(ATCC). MCF10A were cultured with DMEM/F12
basal media (Life Technologies) containing 5% horse
serum (Life Technologies), 20 ng/mL epidermal growth
factor (Peprotech), 0.5 mg/mL hydrocortisone (Sigma),
100 ng/mL cholera toxin (Sigma), 10 lg/mL insulin (Cell
Applications, Inc.), and 1% penicillin- streptomycin (Life
Technologies).8 Media was changed every 2 days and
cells were passaged before reaching confluency.

3D Cell Culture

Assay media was used for all 3D cell cultures. The
assay media was composed of DMEM/F12 basal media,
2% horse serum, 5 ng/mL epidermal growth factor,
0.5 mg/mL hydrocortisone, 100 ng/mL cholera toxin, 10
lg/mL insulin, and 1% penicillin- streptomycin.8

Pronova UP MVG sodium alginate (FMC
Biopolymer) was dissolved in 300 mM NaCl buffered
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with HEPES to 4% w/v. Uniformly crosslinked algi-
nate gels were made using insoluble CaCO3 as a cal-
cium source, and glucono-d-lactone (GdL),15 which
hydrolyzes upon dissolution in water to release calcium
ions. Gels were made with 5 mM CaCO3 and 10 mM
GdL, and a final alginate concentration of 2%. Lipo-
somes were included at 20% of the volume of the gel.
Growth factor reduced Matrigel (Corning) was in-
cluded at 2.45 mg/mL final concentration. Cells were
mixed with the alginate solution prior to gelation to
ensure a uniform distribution throughout the gel. Gels
were pipetted into chambered coverglasses or well
plates and allowed to gel at 37 �C for 30 min. Culture
media was then carefully pipetted over the gels and
changed every other day.

The gels were irradiated after 14 days in culture.
The culture media was removed prior to irradiation
and replaced immediately afterward. An 808 nm CW
laser was positioned above the well plate or chamber
slide and exposed for 1 min.

Phase Contrast Microscopy

A Leica DM IRB microscope was used to capture
phase contrast images of the MCF10A acini in 3D gels.
Images were taken throughout the time period of cul-
ture to ensure proper development of the mammary
acini. To quantify the number of protrusive colonies,
images were taken at day 17, three days after stiffening.
A minimum of 30 acini were imaged from at least 3
biological replicates per experimental condition. Acini
were manually identified as invasive if there was a non-
continuous curvature of the acinus perimeter with one
or more protrusions.6,31 Acinus size was determined by
tracing the outline of the acinus in ImageJ and deter-
mining the area.

Multi-photon and Confocal Microscopy

Multi-photon excitation or confocal laser scanning
microscopy was used to image the 3D gels. Multi-
photon imaging was performed at 770 nm excitation
wavelength with a Spectra Physics Mai Tai pulsed laser
source. Confocal samples were excited with both
405 nm and 561 nm lasers. A Prairie View Ultima
multi-photon microscopy system with a 209or 409
objective, or an Olympus Fluoview FV10i confocal
microscope with 609 objective was used to capture
images. ImageJ was used to convert the image se-
quences into a Z-projection or 3D projections.

Immunocytochemistry

Antibodies against Ki-67 (Thermo Scientific, RM-
9106), laminin (Abcam 14509) and b catenin (BD

Transduction 610154) were purchased. The gels were
fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde for 15 min on day 17,
3 days after stiffening. The alginate gel porosity is on
the nanometer scale, and substantially limits the dif-
fusion of antibodies. The gels were broken up by gentle
pipette mixing to reduce the distance the antibodies
must diffuse to reach their antigen. The cells were
permeabilized with 0.5% Triton-X-100 in DPBS for
10 min at 4 �C and then rinsed three times with DPBS
with glycine for 5 min each. The gels were incubated in
a blocking solution of 10% goat serum in DPBS for
1 h. The primary antibody was incubated overnight at
4 �C at a dilution of 1:100 in 10% goat serum. The
following day, the gels were rinsed three times with
DPBS with 0.1% Triton-X-100 for 20 min. The sec-
ondary antibody was diluted 1:1000 in 10% goat serum
in DPBS and incubated at room temperature in the
dark for 90 min. The gels were rinsed three times in
DPBS. DAPI was diluted to 5 lg/mL in DPBS and
incubated with the gels for 15 min. The gels were then
rinsed three times with DPBS for 15 min. Finally, the
gel suspension was pipetted onto coverslips depressed
into petri dishes or glass slides, coverslipped and
sealed. The slides were imaged immediately or stored
at 4 �C in the dark until imaging.

Small Molecule Inhibition

Small molecule inhibitors of mechanotransduction
pathways were added on day 14 after irradiation of the
gels. The gels were fixed on day 17 and images of acini
were captured. The acini size and number of protrusive
colonies was determined as previously described. The
specific inhibitors (all from Sigma) used were a FAK
inhibitor (PF573228, 5 lM), a ROCK inhibitor
(Y27632, 10 lM), a MAPK inhibitor (PD98059,
10 lM), a Rac1 inhibitor (NSC23766, 70 lM), and a
PI3K inhibitor (LY294002 20 lM). The inhibitors and
concentrations were selected based on previous
work.6,10,23 To assess viability on day 17, media was
removed and replaced with media with 16% CellTiter
96 AQueous One solution. After 4 h, the absorbance at
492 nm was measured. Statistical significance was
determined via a one-way ANOVA with post hoc Tu-
key analysis.

Quantification of Ki-67 Labeled Nuclei

Acini stained for Ki-67 and DAPI were imaged with
a Leica DM 3000B fluorescence microscope. The nu-
clei positive for Ki-67 and DAPI were analyzed in
ImageJ. Briefly, the images were converted to black
and white and a watershed algorithm was applied to
separate adjacent nuclei. A size threshold for a nucleus
was applied and the particles were counted using the
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automated feature. The number of Ki-67 positive nu-
clei was divided by the total number of nuclei labeled
with DAPI to give the fraction of proliferating cells.

Statistical Analysis

Data are presented as mean ± SD. JMP 10 statistics
software and GraphPad were used to analyze the data.
Statistical significance was determined using either the
Student’s t test for comparisons between two groups,
or a one-way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey’s HSD test
for multiple comparisons. P values of less than 0.05
were considered significant. Unless otherwise stated, all
experiments were conducted with at least 3 biological
replicates per condition.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Dynamically Tunable Hydrogels

We have previously published a description of the
3D hydrogel system for dynamically tuning matrix
stiffness. Briefly, alginate is used as the principal
hydrogel component and mixed with Matrigel (2.45
mg/mL final concentration) to provide adhesive and
signaling cues to the developing MCF10A acinus. The
stiffness of the gels was temporally modulated by
including CaCl2 and gold nanorod-loaded liposomes
within the gels. Irradiation of the gold nanorods with
near-infrared light causes surface plasmon resonance
and local heating of the lipid bilayer.9,34 The liposomes
undergo a gel-to-fluid phase transition at 41 �C,
resulting in a release of calcium ions into the gel. The
released calcium ions form additional crosslinks with
the alginate polymer chains, thus increasing the stiff-
ness of the gel. Using this system, control gels that
were not irradiated had elastic moduli of 151 Pa
(Fig. 1b), similar to normal mammary gland tissue
[90–167 Pa 6,27] and after laser irradiation, the gels
were stiffened to 1074 Pa (Fig. 1b), similar to tumor
stiffness,19,27 and for some studies, an intermediate
stiffness of 561 Pa.

MCF10A Morphology in Stiffening Gels

MCF10A cultured in soft alginate-Matrigel gels for
14 days formed mammary acini (Fig. 2). Similar to
Chaudhuri et al., the alginate-Matrigel composites did
not impair the formation of acini.6 Importantly, algi-
nate-Matrigel composites allow for changes in stiffness
without significantly altering the gel pore size or ligand
availability.6 Alginate does not possess cell adhesive
moieties, and thus it provides an inert material by
which matrix stiffness can be modulated without

altering other parameters that influence cell-material
interactions.7,12 Additionally, the presence of lipo-
somes within the gels did not impact acinus develop-
ment.

Gels were irradiated after 14 days of culture and
allowed to grow in stiffened gels for 3 additional days
(Fig. 1a). Compared to the spherical acini in control
gels, which were soft throughout the experimental
timecourse, acini in gels stiffened to tumor-like moduli
became invasive (Figs. 3a and 3b). Multicellular pro-
trusions were observed emanating from over half of
the acini in stiffened gels (Fig. 3c), while these were
rarely seen in acini cultured in soft control gels. Fur-
ther, the cross-sectional area of acini in stiffened gels
was significantly greater than acini in control gels
(Fig. 3d). Stiffening to 561 Pa resulted in a moderate
increase in the number of invasive acini and acinus
area, demonstrating a dose-dependence of the abnor-
mal morphology on stiffening.

The invasive features observed in stiffened gels were
multicellular structures that maintained cell–cell con-
tacts, as evidenced by b-catenin expression between
neighboring cells (Fig. 4a). This suggests a collective

FIGURE 1. (a) Experimental scheme. MCF10A were cultured
in alginate-Matrigel composites for 14 days to allow for acinar
development. The gels were irradiated to stiffen the matrix
around the cells. (b) Elastic modulus of alginate-Matrigel
composites increased upon irradiation.
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cell mode of migration, in contrast to single cell dis-
semination from the acini. Acini in control gels formed
a basement membrane, demonstrated by basal laminin
staining (Fig. 4b), which became disorganized upon
stiffening-induced invasion.

Invasion of MCF10A in static, stiff gels has been
previously reported.6,27 However, in previous work,
single MCF10A cells were seeded within either soft or
stiff gels with constant mechanical properties through-
out the experiment. Thus, the invasive morphologies
observed previously in stiff gels likely did not arise
from normal mammary acini. Our results are distinct,
in that invasion was induced from a mammary acinus
initially formed in a soft microenvironment that was
later stiffened. Temporally stiffening the microenvi-
ronment around a mature acinus is more physiologi-
cally representative of the architectural and microen-
vironmental changes associated with tumor stiffening
and invasion from a previously normal mammary
gland.

Levental et al. previously sought to determine the
effect of temporal stiffening on MCF10A acini.19

Stiffening was seen to give rise to larger and more
disorganized acini, but invasion was not observed
without oncogene activation. Notably, the extent of
stiffening in the previous work was limited to around
50 Pa, well below that degree of stiffening observed in
tumor development and the change in gel stiffness of
our study. Thus, it is likely that we observed stiffening-
induced invasion without oncogenic activation because
of the greater change in stiffness our system provides.

MCF10A Acinus Proliferation After Stiffening

In addition to promoting invasion, stiffening also
increased the size of the MCF10A acini (Fig. 3c),
suggesting a loss of growth-arrest and an increase in
proliferation. This was confirmed by a significant in-
crease in Ki-67 positive nuclei in acini from stiffened
gels (Figs. 5a and 5b). While Ki-67 labeled nuclei were

rarely observed in acini from control gels, nearly one-
third of nuclei in the stiffened gels were positive for Ki-
67. Similarly, MCF10A plated on stiff (6000 Pa)
polyacrylamide substrates were increasingly prolifera-
tive compared to cells plated on soft substrates.24

Thus, matrix stiffening promotes invasion and prolif-
eration from MCF10A acini, two characteristics typi-
cally observed in malignant cell types within 3D gels
and tumors in vivo, and not typically seen in non-
transformed cells like MCF10A.3,11,17

Inhibition of Mechanotransduction Pathways

We sought to determine which mechanotransduc-
tion pathways are implicated in promotion of the
invasive and proliferative phenotype after stiffening by
small molecule inhibition of Rac1, PI3K, MAPK,
FAK, and ROCK. Acini treated with Rac1 and PI3K
inhibitors showed marked reduction in size and num-
ber of invasive colonies compared to untreated, stiff-
ened acini (Figs. 6a and 6b). Less than 30% of acini
treated with the PI3K or Rac1 inhibitors were invasive.
Both of these groups were significantly lower than
untreated cells in stiffened gels, and neither were sig-
nificantly different from control gels that were not
stiffened. The average acinus size in gels treated with
either PI3K or Rac1 inhibitors was also significantly
lower than the stiffened but untreated acini (Fig. 6b).
In addition, the acini treated with the MAPK inhibitor
were significantly smaller than untreated acini in
stiffened gels, but not less invasive. This points to a
possible role for MAPK in promoting proliferation or
loss of normal acinus morphology, but not directly in
initiation of invasion.

Acini treated with the ROCK and FAK inhibitors
showed no change from the untreated acini. However,
we cannot draw substantive conclusions about these
kinases without further investigation into the efficacy
of inhibition in our 3D culture system. Indeed, FAK
and ROCK are both implicated in breast cancer pro-

FIGURE 2. Formation of acini from single MCF10A in alginate-Matrigel composite gels over 14 days. Scale bar represents 25 lm.
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gression. Disruption of FAK has been shown to pre-
vent invasion of in situ carcinomas in mouse models.16

ROCK inhibition has been shown to reduce invasion,
tumor outgrowth, and bone metastasis of breast cancer
cells.20,28 Thus, while no significant differences in
invasion were observed after small-molecule inhibition
of FAK and ROCK in our gel system, both are known
to play prime roles in breast cancer mechanotrans-
duction in vivo.

Rac1 and PI3K were previously shown to be
essential mediators of MCF10A invasion in static,
stiff alginate-Matrigel networks.6 Inhibition of these
molecules led to a reduction in invasion and colony
size in stiff gels, similar to our finding that the ef-
fects of stiffening were reduced when PI3K or Rac1
was inhibited. Chaudhuri et al. suggested that
maintenance of a normal phenotype is mediated
through clustering of b4 integrins. The group

FIGURE 3. Effect of stiffening on MCF10A morphology and phenotype. (a) Morphology of MCF10A after 17 days in culture in
static, soft alginate-Matrigel composites (left) and gels that were stiffened on day 14 (middle, right). The invasive phenotype arises
after stiffening. Binarized outlines of representative acini in control and stiffened gels, scale bar represents 50 lm. (c) The number
of invasive colonies significantly increases upon stiffening to tumor-like stiffness. (d) Acinus area significantly increases with
stiffening as well. Error bars for represent s.e.m., * represents p< 0.05 compared to control.
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demonstrated that in stiff gels, the cells were unable
to cluster the integrins, leaving the cytoplasmic tails
available for phosphorylation by receptor tyrosine
kinases, which led to activation of PI3K and Rac1.
Our findings, that Rac1 and PI3K inhibition miti-
gate invasion of MCF10A acini after matrix stiffen-
ing, support this proposed model of malignant
conversion.

Weaver and colleagues sought to determine the ef-
fects of matrix stiffness on multicellular epithelial cell
spheroids by transplanting them from soft, reconsti-
tuted basement membrane gels to collagen gels of
varied stiffness.30 They observed altered morphology,
but not invasion, of MCF10A spheroids 48 h after

transplantation to a stiffer (1.5 kPa) collagen gel.
Invasion was observed only with H-ras transformed
MCF10AT spheroids, and was mediated by PI3K
signaling.30 This finding was consistent with previous
work from this group that demonstrated invasion oc-
curred only when stiff matrices were coupled with
oncogenic signaling.19 Here, we show a protrusive
phenotype arising from a non-transformed population
of MCF10A in 3D architectures upon stiffening of the
matrix. Interestingly, promotion of the invasive phe-
notype by matrix stiffening is also driven by the PI3K
pathway (Fig. 6).

An invasive phenotype might arise from a mam-
mary acinus by a change in matrix stiffness through
several routes. In addition to the signal transduction
pathways described above, other intriguing possibili-
ties include alterations in the sensitivity of MCF10A to
growth factor signaling and the distribution of
mechanical stress in soft and stiffened gels. TGF-b
signaling in Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK)

FIGURE 4. Normal acinus polarization is lost upon matrix
stiffening expression. (a) Immunofluorescence images of
b-catenin (green) and DAPI (blue) for control and stiffened
gels. Left column displays a single confocal plane in center of
acinus, right column shows a Z projection. (b) Immunofluo-
rescence of laminin (green) and DAPI (blue). Scale bar repre-
sents 50 lm in all images.

FIGURE 5. Effect of stiffening on MCF10A proliferation in
acini. (a) Immunofluorescence of MCF10A nuclei for DAPI and
Ki67; Z projections (left) and single confocal planes (right).
Scale bar represents 50 lm. (b) Quantification of nuclei la-
beled with Ki67 as a fraction of total nuclei. At least 10 acini
(350–700 nuclei) were analyzed for each group.
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epithelial cells depends greatly on the stiffness of the
substrate on which the cells are cultured. On compliant
substrates, TGF-b induces apoptosis, while on stiff
substrates, TGF-b promotes EMT.18 Additionally,
Kim and Asthagiri showed MDCK cells are 100-fold
more sensitive to EGF on stiffer substrates than on
compliant substrates.14 On stiff substrates, even EGF
doses as low at 0.1 ng/mL caused significant increases
in proliferation of the cell clusters. It is possible that
similar mechanical switches exist in MCF10A acini in
3D gels, where an increase in matrix stiffness can cause
an increase in sensitivity or a change in response to
particular cytokines.

The distribution of stress throughout mammary
ducts has also been implicated in driving invasion.
Using micropatterned acini, Boghaert et al. placed a
single tumor cell in acini of non-transformed cells at
areas of high or low mechanical stress.4 The cells in
regions of high stress were much more invasive than
cells in areas of low stress, despite having similar cell–
cell contacts. Overall, the distribution of stress was
shown to dictate whether cells invade or remain in the
duct. Similarly, a change in matrix stiffness in the
system presented here could change the overall stress in
a mammary acinus, as cells are able to exert higher
traction forces against stiffer matrices. Areas where

FIGURE 6. Effect of small molecule inhibitors on MCF10A after stiffening. (a) The percentage of invasive acini after treatment with
inhibitors of PI3K, Rac1, MAPK, ROCK, and FAK, or stiffened with no treatment, or in statically soft control gels. (b) Acinus area in
gels that were stiffened and treated with small molecule inhibitors. Error bars represent s.e.m. (c) Morphology of MCF10A after
stiffening and treatment with inhibitors. Inhibition of PI3K and Rac1 yielded smaller, less invasive acini. Treatment with MAPK
resulted in smaller acini that were still invasive, while ROCK and FAK treatment produced no discernable effect. (d) Viability was
assessed after small molecule inhibition with the MTS assay. FAK was observed to significantly decrease viability compared to the
control. All other inhibitors were statistically similar to the control.
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stress is concentrated may prime cells for protrusion
into the matrix.

CONCLUSION

We have employed a dynamically stiffening 3D
hydrogel culture system to model the ECM stiffening
that occurs during tumor development, and to assess
the impact of stiffening on a mammary epithelium
model. We demonstrate that stiffening to a tumor-like
level gives rise to invasive and proliferative phenotypes
from MCF10A, which were previously in a growth-
arrested, quiescent state. We also determined that this
phenotypic transition upon stiffening is mediated by
the PI3K/Rac1 pathway. This work demonstrates the
power of temporal recapitulation of physiological
conditions using 3D hydrogel models, and highlights
the need for more platforms with dynamically tunable
features.
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